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• i Fluctuatiag Asymmetry in the
Maxillary Sinus of Catarrhine Primates
Thomas Koppe (OkayamaUniv, Dental School, .
Dept. Anatomy)
The paranasal sinuses exhibit considerable
left-right asymmetry in size and shape. Although
the maxillary sinus is sUbject to fewer variations
than the other air cavities, little attention has been
paid to the level of asymmetry in the maxillary
sinus or to the variables associated with
asymmetry. This knowledge, however, is of
interest , because it has been suggested that an
increase in fluctuating asymmetry (FA), i.e. a small
random deviation from symmetry, may be an
indicator of environmental and genomic stress
[P.A. Parson, Heredity 68, 361 (1992)).Volumes of
. the maxillary sinuses were obtained from serial
coronal CT scans of a mixed-sex sample of skull
from ten species of the genus Macaca, as well as
of five hominoidspecies including man. Using the
total skull length as a measure of body size, this
stud~ revealed that the absolute asymmetry in
maxillary sinus volume increased with increasing
skull size. However, there was no clear trend
regarding the directionof asymmetry.T0 obtain an
asymmetry pattern that is independent of skUll
size, an asymmetry index (AI) was calculated as
the ratio of the la~er sinus divided by the smaller
sinus. A correlation analysis between AI and
several cranial parameters revealed that the
asymmetry in maxillary sinus size is largely
independent from the skull architecture. Results
suggest that the observed asymmetry pattern in
maxillary sinus size can be considered as FA.
However, more research is needed to evaluate
whether the pattern of asymmetry in maxillary
sinus size is indeed an useful indicator· for
increased environmental or genomic stress. This
information might be obtained by studying the
asymmetry pattern in case' of congenital
craniofacial malformations, because it has been
suggested that cleft palates are associated with
anomalies in the paranasalair sinuses.
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